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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A growing belief exists among professionals in the field
of education that selected criteria can be developed and used
to distinguish good teaching from poor teaching.

Such criteria

if properly developed and employed possesses special potential
for all of teacher education.

It provides a format for

improving the process of teacher development as well as a
focus for insuring a better product.
Competency or performance

based teacher development has

gradually emerged as a promising alternative to more traditional
methods of teacher education.

Focusing on snecific knowledge,

skills, and behaviors associated with superior instruction, a
competencies approach to teacher development links preparation
to performance.

Adequacy of preparation is judged not by meeting

a required grade point average but by accomplishment of teacher
tasks.

The measure of success for both student and teacher edu-

cation programs is the performance of clearly prescribed, previously identified instructional competencies.
Increased attention has been accorded to competency based
teacher education by a variety of activities.

In 1970, the Teacher

Corps committed its entire 30 million dollar appropriation to sup-
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port universities utilizing competency based teacher education
programs.

1

In 1971, the Models for Teacher Training Project

supported by the United States Office of Education which produced ten independently developed models for elementary teacher
education concluded that a competencies approach provided an
appropriate curricular alternative to more traditional types
of teacher preparation. 2
Recently, teacher related professional organizations have
also demonstrated interest in the competency approach.

In

August of 1971, the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education established the National Committee on Performance Based
Teacher Education.

This national committee and its associated

study groups have published a series of reports which detail a
rationale for performance based teacher preparation and describe
operating programs at Weber State College and the University of
Washington in Seattle.
More apparent proof of interest comes from policy rather
than programs, and current actions attest to such support.

Forty

states have reported at least some progress in moving toward per111 Newsnotes," Phi Delta Kappan, November 1970, Volume 52,
p. 189.
2u.s. Office of Education, The Commissioner's Annual Report,
March 31, 1971, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
1971, p. 40.
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formance based teacher certification, and several state boards
of education have enacted policies for certification or recertification consistent with the philosophy and concept of competency
based teacher education.3

In Illinois, the report of the special

Task Force on Certification sponsored by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction concluded that "more attention
needs to be given to performance criteria in teacher education
and certification."4
While this orientation toward competency based teacher education gains momentum generally throughout all teacher curriculums, one area warrants special consideration.

In occuoational

and vocational education there exists a particularly acute need
to begin identifying competencies for instructional personnel.
The relatively high cost of teacher preparation and development,
the dramatic need

for increased numbers of personnel, and the

demand for new and different types of instructional personnel in
a variety of occupational specialties highlight both the interest
and opportunity in pursuing this alternative as compared with
more traditional methods of teacher education.
3oavid R. Terry, Randall L. Thompson, and Rupert N. Evans,
Competencies for Teachers: Vocational Education Shows the Way,
Bureau of Educational Research, College of Education, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, June 1972, p. 4.
4

Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, "Report of the Task Force on Certification," Springfield,
Illinois, Superintendent of Public Instruction, May 1972, p. 2.
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Studies at the National Center for Vocational and Technical
Education which beqan in 1967 have not only supported the need
for competency based vocational teacher preparation but have also
identified 237 performance elements needed by practicing personnel.
These competencies were selected through an analysis of teaching
in each of the seven vocational service areas. 5

Two major conclu-

sions were drawn from the analysis of these identified performance
elements.

First, that "there were very few differences found be-

tween the elements important to secondary and post-secondary
teachers."

Second, that differences between identified perfor-

mance elements for different service areas were negligible. 6
This latter conclusion is significant in that it builds a
case for what is often referred to as a commonalities approach
to vocational teacher development.

The appropriateness of the

approach has been verified by a series of studies.

Notable is a 10

state study by Courtney and Halfin which resulted in a common core of
curricular experiences for occupational teachers.

7

Such an approach

Svocational service areas were established by early vocational
education legislation and funding authorization at the federal level
and include; agriculture, business and office, distributive, health,
home economics, technical, and trade and industrial.
6calvin J. Cotrell, Shirley A. Chase, and Marilyn J. Molnar,
"Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Education:
Report No. 4," A Foundation for Performanced Based Instruction,
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio, August 1972, p. 11.
7 Harold H. Halfin and E. Wayne Courtney, "The Identification
of the Common Professional Training Requirements of Vocational Education Teachers," Board of Regents of Wisconsin State University,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1970, 33 pp.
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refutes conventional thought and practice that the best
development programs are ones based on teacher preparation
from the ground-up in separate service areas.
In practice, the conunonalities approach to teacher education is designed to complement content preparation in the
vocational service areas, specialized occupational competence
gained on the job, or conununity college type occupational preparation.

By focusing on those competencies needed by all occu-

pational teachers regardless of service area, many process
oriented personnel development activities frequently tied to
specific content areas in teacher training institutions are
combined.

Although application of this approach would require

considerable curricular revision, Courtney and others concluded
that such a system holds much potential for improving both the
quality and efficiency of most teacher development activities.

8

8E. Wayne Courtney, "A Conceotual Basis for Developing
Common Curricula in Teacher Education Programs for Occupational
Education," Graduate Studies in Education, No. 2, Volume 3,
Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin, January 1968, p. 3.
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Statement of Problem

The need for designing and utilizing new strategies for
the development of occupational teachers is most apparent.
The report of a recent study for improving occupational education personnel development in Illinois supports this contention and indicates that this need has both qualitative and quantitative dimensions.9
education is two-fold.

The implication for occupational teacher
First, there is a need for increased

production of occupational teachers in a variety of specialties
and second, the nature and organization of development activities needs to be made both more efficient and effective.
This researcher acknowledges the necessity of exploring
alternative forms of teacher education program delivery.

This

study has sought to develop various aspects of the common competencies approach to developing occupational teachers with the
expressed intent of making recommendations for improving current
practice.
Objectives of the Study

The primary purpose of this investigation was to produce a
useful series of identified conunon competencies for occupational
teachers.

Essentially, the focus is teachers of sequential occu-

9william K. Appelgate, "A Report of a Study for Improving
Personnel Development in Occupational Education for Illinois,"
Division of Vocational and Technical Education, Springfield,
Illinois, September, 1972, p. 71.
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pational education programs in grades 11 and 12 of secondary schools
and at levels 13 and 14 in community colleges.

Specifically, this

will be accomplished through completion of the following study objectives:
1.

To identify and validate a series of common teaching
competencies for occupational teachers.

Through utilization of three previously developed series of performance tasks, this researcher attempted to construct and validate
a refined list of conunon competencies for occupational teachers.
Validation responses of subgroups including practicing teachers,
administrators, and teacher educators were additionally utilized
to develop a rank ordering of competencies according to their importance for developing occupational teachers.
2.

To compare the rankings of identified competencies by
subgroups to determine the degree of agreement on individual items as well as the entire competency series.

A correlation of rankings by various subgroups in the study was
conducted to assess the degree of relationship between each group's
responses to the competency series.
3.

To develop a factor-based grouping of identified common
competencies.

A factor analysis was employed to examine which data had several
potential sources of common variance.

This information was used
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to cluster performance tasks.

These tasks provided the basis

of the identified conuoc>n competencies for occupational teachers.
Information developed by the factor analysis identified groups
of competencies which can be studied or taught together rather
than separately, and thus possesses potential for the structure
and organization of occupational teacher education programs.

10

10

Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research:
Educational and Psychological Inquiry, New York, Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, p. 684.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Teacher development is a complex series of processes.
It begins long before entrance into formal teaching training
and extends beyond certification throughout the active career
of the teacher.

It involves improving the intricate applica-

tion of knowledge, skills, and values in promoting learning.
The goal is to produce high quality facilitators of human
growth and development.

The true test of its benefit lies in

demonstrated performance.
However, translation of teacher development into practical programs increasingly complicates the concept.
arises in deciding what knowledge is of most worth.

Difficultv
A variety

of groups with special interests in teachers exhibit a wide
range of expectations concerning the knowledge, skills, and
values the teacher should bring to and use in the classroom.
Standards employed to meter quality of both product and process,
which are the predictable result of institutionalizing teacher
development, are often artificial and unrelated to performance.
In short, consensus as to what constitutes good programs of
teacher development is lacking.
This chapter explores the idea of competency-based
teacher development as an alternative for improving both the
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preservice and inservice education of tf'aclwrs.
relating to the concept is followed by an explanation of its
specific relation to occupational teacher education.

Im-

proving the focus on appropriate education needs for occupational teachers is especially timely.

This chanter details

the factors which have forged this acute need.

Competency Based Teacher Education

Competencies for teachers have generally been understood
as stated requirements for knowledge, skills, and behaviors
applied and useful in the Dractice of teaching.

Competencies

add specificity to the expected performance of teachers.
short, they describe what instructional personnel

s~ould

In
be

able to do.
According to Wilford Weber and James Cooper, three types
of criteria may be used to determine thP nature of comDetency.11
First, a competency must contain knowledge criteria; a cognitive understanding requirement,

stated or implied.

Second,

a competency must include performance criteria; a behaviorial
type description of what is to be done.

And third, a competency

must be related to an exnected product criteria,

a stated or

implied focus of the learning goal.

llwj lford c. Weber, LTames Cooper, and Charles ,Johnson,
"Designing Competency-Based Teacher F.ducation Programs: A
Systems ADDroach," unpublished manuscript, American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., 1971.
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Careful identification and description of important teacher
activities according to the above criteria would be a formidable
task.

Daniel Vogler, Coordinator of Undergraduate Occupational

Education at the University of Michigan suggests a more modest
approach for testing competency identification. 12

It begins

with the question, "what must a teacher need to know or be able
to do to accomplish a particular act?"

He then follows with

guidelines for describing teacher competencies:
1.

Move from general, terse, descriptive phrase to more
specific, terse, descriptive phrase;

2.

Place a descriptive action verb prominently in the
phrase;

3.

Move to a sensible state of specificity;

4.

Omit conditions under which the competency is to
be performed;

5.

Omit criteria under which the competency is to be
evaluated.

If one accepts these definitions of a comoetency, then
identifying and describing potential competencies for instructional personnel becomes central to the process of planning
competency based teacher education.

12 oaniel E. Vogler, "Identifying and Validating Professional Occupational Teacher Education Competencies," Vocational Teacher Education Competencies Conference II, Sheraton
Inn, Springfield, Illinois, May 1-3, 1972, p. 9.
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Earlier conceptualizations of what a teacher must know
to teach focused on cognitive or knowledge criteria.
competency approach focuses upon behavior.

A

No longer is

criteria for assessing the quality and benefit of teaching
limited to the cognitive domain.

When the behavioral dimen-

sion is added, the significance of affective and psychomotor
domain is unavoidable.

Behavioral descriptions of teacher

activity necessarily place their focus on the process of
learning as well as on the process of teaching.

Assuming

then that learning is an acceptable criteria for assessing
teaching, a double benefit accrues to competency type conceptualization of the teaching-learning process.
The appropriateness of employing competency statements
in the design and conduct of teacher education is further
explained by Stanley Elam in a publication of the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
(A.A.C.T.E.) . 13

According to Elam, a program can be consi-

dered competency based when:
1.

Competencies

(knowledge, skills, behaviors) to

be demonstrated by the student are derived from
explicit conceptions of teacher roles, stated so

13stanley F.lam, Performanced-Based Teacher Education:
What is the State of the Art, American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education,
Washington, D.C., December, 1971, p. 6.
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as to make possible assessment of a student's
behavior in relation to soecific competencies, and
made public in advance;
2.

Criteria to be employed in assessing competencies
are based upon, and in harmony with, specified
competencies; explicit in stating expected levels
of mastery under specified conditions; and made
public in advance;

3.

Assessment of the student's competency uses his
performance as the primary source of evidence;
takes into account evidence of the student's knowledge relevant to planning for, analyzing, interpreting, or evaluating situations or behaviors;
and strives for objectivity;

4.

The student's rate of progress through the pro9ram
is determined by demonstrated competency rather
than by time or course completion;

5.

The instructional program is intended to facilitate
the development and evaluation of the student's
achievement of competencies specified.

Implementing competency based programs of teacher education is an ambitious task for teacher training institutions
to undertake.

Minor curricular revision will not suffice.
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Requisite is a careful analysis of the teacher's role and
responsibility, the learning environment in which the prospective teacher will perform, and th0 resources availahle
for organizing and delivering programs of teacher development.
Competency based programs by definition are individualized
to provide recognition of competencies previously demonstrated
or acquired.

Students are held accountable for demonstratinq

pre-specified performance and competence, and the teacher
training institution itself is held accountable for its products.

14

Ideally, competency-based teacher development programs are
field centered.

This aspect provides opportunities for prospec-

tive teachers to self-test competence and acquire feedback in
the early stages of their program, and also allows practicing
teachers the chance to conduct performance assessments. 15

These

kinds of analyses provide an appropriate base for identifying
inservice education needs as indicated in the following observation concerning competence assessment:
Just as preservice assessment should involve the candidate,
inservice assessment should encourage the teacher to project goals and even identify criteria that transcend those
specified by the agencies involved.
It permits the teacher to
focus on essential competencies relevant to the task at hana. 16
14 Terry, Thompson, and Evans, Competencies for Teachers,

p. 1.
lSElam, Performanced Based Teacher Education, p. 7.
16 Robert Poppendieck, "The Outlook for the Performance
Impact on Teacher Certification," in Performance Based Certification of School Personnel, Association of Teacher Educators,
Washington, D.C., February, 1971, p. 135.
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Interest in competency based teacher development is apparent.

11.

recent national survey of performance based, teacher

education (PBTE) in teacher training institutions conducted
by A.A.C.T.E. found the following:
Of the 783 responding institutions, 131 (17 percent)
indicated that they were now operating a PBTE program.
Only 228 (29 percent) of the 783 indicated that they
were not involved in PBTE at the time. A total of 389
(50 percent) reported that they were investigating
PBTE, and 366 (47 percent) stated they were in the
developmental stage and planned to establish a PBTE
progra~. 17
George W. Denemark, President of A.A.C.T.E., summarized
the impact of the widespread public and

~rofessional

interest

in competency or performance based approaches to teacher education at the organization's annual meeting:
Many of us are now much more disposed to pay attention
to what a teacher candidate can do in action, how he
performs on the job, rather than to the pattern of
courses he may have pursued in his training Program.
Our focus is shifting to outnut rather than input,
and our questions range from how many students enroll
to what difference their education makes and how it
touches and enriches their lives.18

Critical Needs in Occupational Teacher Education

There exists a most apparent need for. improved efforts of
developing teachers in occupational education.

This need has

17Karl Massanari and Gordon Cook, "Survey Results Show
PBTE Gains Support," A.A.C.T.E. Bulletin, Volume XXVI, Number
3, May, 1973, American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, Washington, D.C., p. 1.
18

George W. Denemark, "Goals for Teacher Education: A
Time for Decision," A.A.C.T.E. Yearbook, American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 7.
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both quantitative and qualitative dimensions, and is applicable
to new personnel as well as to those currently practicing.
Carl Schaefer focused on this point as he attempted to sum up
previous and existing efforts in teacher development at a recent meeting of State Directors of Vocational Education.
Crash efforts in personnel development have been
ineffectual, lacking in continuity and amounting
to nothing more than small encounters with a large
and complex problem.19
The problem is justly described as being complex.

De-

mands for new instructional personnel in occupational programs are increasing.

The United States Office of Education

projects that by 1975 between 38,800 and 43,700 new vocational
teachers will be needed. 20

In Illinois, the number of instruc-

tional personnel in community college occupational Programs
has tripled since 1969. 21

In one specialty alone, the Chicago

Board of Education recently listed openings for 75 vocational
teachers in secondary schools.

These existing quantitative

concerns hold the potential of being further multiplied by
federal efforts to expand the role of career education as cur19 carl J. Schaefer, "A Rationale for Comprehensive Personnel Development in a State,"address delivered at the Fourth
Annual National Leadership Development Seminar for State Directors of Vocational Education, Las Vegas, Nevada, September, 1971, p. 3.
20u.s. Office of Education, Trends in Vocational Education,
Vocational Education Information Number III, Washington, D.C.,
June, 1971, p. 12.
2lwilliam K. Appelgate, "Meeting the Demand:
Personnel Development in Career Education," Illinois Journal of Education,
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield,
Illinois, September, 1972, p. 71.
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rently championed by Sidney P. Marland, Conunissioner of F.ducation .
... what I would hope for is a new orientation of
education ... that would expose the student to range
of career opportunities, help him narrow down choices
in terms of his own aptitudes and interests and provide
him with education and training appropriate to his
ambition ... every student leaving high school will
possess the skills necessary to give him a start in
making a livelihood for himself and his family ... 22
Support for the concept of career education and related
occupational preparation continues to expand.

Quantitative

demands for occupational teachers could accelerate dramatically if reconunended educational policy proposals are implemented.

Recently, the President's Conunission on School

Finance in a Report entitled Schools, People, and Money:

The

Need for Educational Reform asserted that the present school
system in this country was not adequately meeting the needs
of the nation or its young people, and that one hope for reform lies in relating education at all levels to the career
needs of individuals.

It formally reconunended:

... that career education be given priority and status
at least equal to that now accorded to college preparation and that Federal, State, and local governments and
their education agencies take vigorous policy and financial
steps in this direction. 2 3

22sidney P. Marland, Jr., "Career Education Now," address
delivered before the Convention of the National Association of
Secondary School Principles, Houston, Texas, January, 1971, p. 4.
23President's Conunission on School Finance, Schools,
People, and Money: The Need for Educational Reform, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 67.
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Understanding that direct occupational preparation is
an important component of the career education concept, enthusiasm and interest in the idea serves to accelerate interest in
new and improved programs of occupational teacher development.

Occupational Teacher Development

Although the case for generally increasing the number of
new occupational teachers is well recognized, a corresponding
demand exists for insuring the quality and performance of those
currently practicing.

The concept of teacher development used

in this study is an inclusive term encompassing the ideas of
both preservice and inservice teacher education.

The word

development as it relates to teachers or prospective teachers
"suggests further growth beyond where one may be at the present
.
,,24
t ime.

The important relationship between all phases of teacher
development is emphasized in a recent British report entitled,
"Teacher Education and Training."

It was observed that:

the initial higher education, preservice training and
induction and the subsequent inservice training of
teachers can be regarded as consecutive parts of a
continuing process in which all the parts are indispensable and although separate, interrelated. The
essential prerequisite is that there must be adequate

2 4James D. Mccomas, "wbat is the Personnel Development
System for Vocational and Technical Education?" in Comprehensive Vocational Personnel Development and Utilization,
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,
1972, p. 95.
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opportunity for the continued education and training
of all teachers at intervals throughout their careers.
Only then can the objectives of perservice training
be sensibly determined. Only then can the professional preparation of intending teachers be as specialized
and functional as their initial needs dictate .... It is
only from a basis in teaching experience that teachers
can derive the best from professional education and
training. 25
The rationale for employing the broader concept of
teacher development rather than the more frequently used terms
of teacher education or teacher training is further emphasized
in the follovrinq observation:
... the primary focus (of university programs) must be
shifted from teacher training toward teacher development.
Despite the limited employment opportunities
for new teachers, most universities are preoccupied
with preservice training ..• one major need in the
public schools is for inservice development, and
universities for the most part have ignored this
service role.26
Occunational teacher development is but one nart of
the broader notion of occupational personnel development.
A recent study sponsored by the Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education provides the following definition
for Personnel Development:
Learning activities or experiences which provide for
the preparation of potential or existing educational
personnel (instructional, administrative, supnortive)

25Denemark, "Goals for Teacher Education," pp. 9-10.
26James B. Holderman, ''Career Education in the Seventies,"
in Competencies for Teachers: Vocational Education Shows the
Way, June, 1972, p. C-5.
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for performance in a new role or responsibility, or
which improves their performance in an existinq om~;
includes both preservice and inservice education in
a variety of forms.27
The essential elements of formal occupational teacher
development programs in teacher training institutions differ
with respect to level.

According to Wardeberq most under-

graduate programs are comprised of three elements, 1) general
education core, 2) major or subject matter component, and 3)
professional education component.28

Ator assumes that there

are two elements that form the basis of graduate programs,
1) subject manner component and 2) education component.29
Courtney and Halfin suggest that it is the common professional
education component at each of these levels which must be
defined in terms of identified comnetency statements if the
need for quality occupational instructional personnel is to

2 7Appelgate, "A Report for Improving Personnel Development,"
p. 71.
28Helen L. Wardeberg, "Possible Changes in Teacher Preparation Programs," Proceedings of the Sixth Annual National
Vocational Technical Teacher Education Seminar, October 23-26,
1972, Columbus, Ohio, Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, March, 1973, p. 195.
29 oallas G. Ator, "Possible Changes in Teacher Preparation Programs," Proceedings of the Sixth J\nnual National Vocational Technical Teacher Education Seminar, October 23-26,
1972, Columbus, Ohio, Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, March, 1973, p. 195.
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ever be served.30

Emphasis on Performance
The emerging concern for maintaining and improving the
quality of both and existing occupational teachers revolves
around the concept of performance.

Swanson and Marvin indicated

that while improvement in performance has to be the continuing
concern of agencies, institutions, and individuals involved in
personnel development, little real progress has occurred in adjusting or renewing formal programs of teacher development consistent with the expectation. 31
More systematic specification of what teachers need to
know and be able to perform as well as more explicit criteria for
assessment must be introduced into teacher education. 32

Too

frequently, the public higher education system which carries
the major responsibility for occupational teacher development,
has been preoccupied by concerns for credit hours, standardized
30

E. Wayne Courtney and Harold H. Halfin, Competencies
of Vocational Teachers, "A Factor Analysis of the Training
Needs of Teachers of Occupational Education," Oregon State
University, Corvallis, Oregon, August, 1969, p. 9.
31Gordan I. Swanson and R. Paul Marvin, "Evaluation of
a Comprehensive Vocational Education Personnel Development
System," in Comprehensive Vocational Education Personnel Development and Utilization, United States Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, 1972, p. 3.
32 H. Del Schalock, "The Focus: Knowledge, Teaching Behavior, or the Products?" in Performance-Based Certification
of School Personnel, ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education,
Washington, D.C., February, 1971, pp. 43-44.
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procedures, costs of instruction, stu<lcnt-fi1ctil ty raL ios, ..-ind
formalized deqree requirements.

33

Ernest Palola suggests that

such emphasis on physical development and accommodating increased numbers of students has lead to a "qualitative crisis"
in which the greatest loser is the student.34

Programs of

occupational teacher development have experienced no special
immunity in this crisis of quality as recognized in a study
conducted for the Illinois Advisory Council on Vocational Education:
These (university) programs must provide vocational
personnel with profe.ssional and occupational competencies essential to conducting effective occupational
programs. Unless adequate educational Programs are
developed, sufficient college credit may be acquired
by an applicant for the provis"ional vocational certificate with serious deficiencies in nrofessional and
occupational competencies.35
This concern for designing and delivering teacher development programs of high quality is a mute question unless
better definitions for and measures of teacher effectiveness
can be identified.

According to Rupert Evans, progress in

33Ernest G. Palola and William Padgett, Planning for
Self-Renewal: A New Approach to Planned Organizational Change,
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley, 1971, p. 10.
34 Ibid., p. 4.
35c.R. Hicklin, G.W. Forgey, and R.D. Henry, "II. Survey
of Selected Illinois Vocational Educational Personnel: Qualifications, Needs, Trends, and Implications," conducted for the
State of Illinois Advisory Council on Vocational Education,
Mid-State Educational Consultants, Normal, Illinois, August,
1972, p. 68.
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this direction has not fulfilled the need.
Undoubtedly, the most important difficulty is that
no phase of education has a reliable criterion of
teacher effectiveness.
Lack of this criterion is
a serious deterrent to evaluation of the effectiveness of programs for staffing vocational-technical
education.36
A model performance based program at the University of
Nebraska is based upon the idea that "the effectiveness of
teaching must ultimately be measured in terms of achievement
demonstrated by those being taught. 1137

In this nrogram, stu-

dents are measured for their ability to:
1.

State instructional objectives in terms of student
behavior;

2.

Evaluate student performance on the basis of instructional objectives;

3.

Demonstrate skills in establishing set;

4.

Demonstrate skills in achieving closure;

5.

Ask higher order questions to produce concept learning;

6.

Select appropriate nractice activities for an instructional objective;

36 Rupert N. Evans, "Staffing Vocational-Technical Programs" in Vocational Education: Today and Tomorrow, edited
by Gerald G. Somers and J. Kenneth Little, Center for Studies
in Vocational and Technical Education, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, 1971, p. 201.
37

Ward Sybouts, "Performance Based Teacher Education:
Does
It Make a Difference?" Phi Delta Kappen, Volume 54, Number 5,
January, 1973, p. 303.
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7.

Individualize instruction;

8.

Use appropriate instructional skills to promote
student-centered activities;

9.

Apply the reinforcement principles in the development
and conduct of learning activities.

Discussions of teacher education and development frequently
lead to the consideration of teacher certification.

Certification

is essentially the state authorized practice of licensing individuals to teach.

The following statement summarizes one view con-

cerning the intent of the process in Illinois:
The licensing practice more appropriately known as the
certification procedure was established to assure the
public that the teachers of its youth at one time evidenced
certain rroral, physic a'.~, and academic standards as prescribed by the General Assembly and the Superintendent of
Public Instruction in consultation with the State Teacher
Certification Board ... the certificate is granted based upon
the accumulation of prescribed college credit courses.38
This statement provides a target for much of the criticism
of present certification systems for their emphasis on inputs,
i.e., courses taken, rather than upon an applicant's performance
or demonstrated ability to teach. 39
It is difficult to determine whether the recent interest in competency based teacher education is the cause or result of a current widespread interest in revitalizing the practice of teacher

co~ittee on Occupational Teacher Education, Interim
Report, State of Illinois Advisory Council on Vocational Education, Springfield, Illinois, May, 1973, p. 4.
38

39 h d
.
.
. Certi. f.ication,
.
T eo ore E. An d rews, New Directions
in
Association of Teacher Educators, Washington, D.C., 1971, p. 9.
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certification.

However, increasing demands for restructuring

certification have certainly motored the interest in performance
oriented teacher education.

This momentum for performance

oriented. certification is evidenced in Illinois in a May, 1972
report of a statewide committee studying certification
in Action Goals for the Seventies:
cation. 41

40

and

An Agenda for Illinois Edu-

Both of these documents call for assessment of attitude

and competency as requisite consideration for professional certification.

According to Dr. Robert Roth, who reported the results

of his direct communication with State Departments of Education
in all 50 states, 12 states are currently involved in designing performance based teacher certification and another
23 states are involved in its study or investigation.42

Related Competency Studies

A variety of studies and curriculum development activities
related to competency based occupational teacher development provide guidance to the conduct of this investigation.

These studies

presume an understanding of the teacher role, and it must be cau-

40 11 Report of the Task Force on Certification," May, 1972, p. 2.
4loffice of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Action
Goals for the Seventies: An Agenda for I.llinois Education, Office
of the Superintendent, Springfield, Illinois, 1972, p. 43.
42 Robert Roth, Performance Based Teacher Certification: A
survey of the states, Performance Evaluation Project, Bureau of
Teacher Education and Academic Credentials, New Jersey Department
of Education, August, 1972, p. 2.
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tioned that the concept of the teacher role itself is under
considerable debate.

While only time and the synergistic

effect of societial demands upon teaching training institutions,
state departments, professional associations, and the public
schools can yield relatively satisfactory answers, projected
needs demand the best service available based upon present
understanding.43
What then are the primary concerns for developing occupational teachers?

Moss suggests a set of competency categories

which are based upon the role expectations of beginning vocational teachers.

He suggests the following five major categories

and definitions:
1.

Professional.

Consists of competencies which distinguish

teachers from individuals in other occupations and includes educational training skills and understandings;
2.

Subject Matter.

Deals with the substance to be taught

and distinguishes among teachers from different fields.
It includes technical occupational skills, appreciations,
and understandings;
3.

Knowledge Acquisition.

Includes skills in analyzing,

synthesizing and communicating others ideas, as well as
acquiring, communicating, and utilizing new knowledge;

43 Elam, Performanced Based Teacher Education, p. 11.
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4.

General.

Competencies dealing with skill, understanding

and appreciations related and suoporting the substance
and art of teaching;
5.

Personal Characteristics.

Broad interpretation of com-

petency which refers to desirable personal traits. 44
Courtney and Halfin propose the development of a quantitative
basis of making judgements about the content to be included in vocational teacher education programs.

They suggest that vocational

teacher education should be viewed in terms of three basic blocks
of content; 1) professional training and field experience, 2) technical content, and 3) liberal arts content.

They further suggest

that the professional training and field experience block provines
a special opportunity and focus for identifying and testing competencies. 45
These above categorizations differ only slightly from the one
proposed previously by Wardeberg which indicated that occupational
teacher development was comprised of three essential elements to inelude; 1) general education core, 2) major of subject matter component, and 3) professional education component.

46

Despite the apparent differences in these conceptualizations of occupational teacher development program studies by
44 Jerome Moss, Jr., "Assumptions Underlving Preservice Programs
for Beginning Level Vocational Teachers," in Changing the Role of
Vocational Teacher Education, Rupert N. Evans and David R. Terry,
Editors, McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1971, pp. 37-41.
45courtney and Halfin, "Competencies of Vocational Teachers, p. 4.
46 wardeberg, "Changes in Teacher Preparation Programs,"

p.

195.
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Donald Lindahl 47 , ,Jack D. Miller4 8 , E. Wayne Courtney49, and

c.

J. Cotre11 50 build a case for identifying a conunon core of

skills or competencies important to all areas of occupational
teaching.

While these studies recognize that the unique aspects

and components related to specific occupational areas deserve
attention in teacher development, they emphasize the common
nature of teaching skills and competencies across two or more
vocational areas.
It should be noted that the concept of a common core described above relates to the pedagogical component of occupational teacher developmentcurriculums.

For the most part,

studies conducted to describe the common core of competencies
have focused on identifying that portion of professional education competencies which are similar for teachers across service or occupational areas.

Daniel Vogler summarizes this im-

47oonald G. Lindahl, "Commonalities in the Professional
Education Competencies of Selected Community College Vocational
Instructors," doctoral thesis, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
1971, 95 pp.
48Jack D. Miller, "The Common Professional Education Competencies of Selected Community College Vocational Instructors,"
doctoral thesis, Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1971, 98 pp.
49courtney, "Common Curricula in Education Programs," p. 3.
SOcotrell, Chase, and Molnar, Performanced Based Instruction,
p. 11.
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portant distinction:
The notion that occupational teachers must be competent
in an occupation as well as competent in teaching is
alrrost universally accepted. Thus, the ideal occupational
teacher should evolve from a teacher training program as
a dual-prepared person, passing competencies of an occupation and competencies of the profession of teaching.51
The basis for the commonalities approach with respect to
pedagogical competence was early recognized by Wayne Courtney
and J. K. Coster.

Using what they referred to as the "centripetal

approach" they sought to identify fragments of abilities or knowledge which held a general relationship to vocational education
rather than specialized vocational areas.

The rationale for

study was the need for developing cooperative vocational teacher
.
52
education curriculums.
Studies of professional competencies at the National Center
for Vocational and Technical Education beginning in 1967, not only
supported the important potential of common core competency based
occupational teacher development, but they also identified 237 performance elements needed by practicing personnel.

Two major conclu-

sions were drawn from the analysis directed by C. J. Cotrell.

First,

very few differences were found between the elements important to
secondary and post-secondary teachers.

Second, differences be-

51 vogler, "Occupational Teacher Education Competencies," p. 3.
52 wayne Courtney and J. K. Coster, "Now-Farm Agricultural
Occupations and Curriculum Planning," The Agricultural Education
Magazine, Volume 36, August, 1963, pp. 32-33.
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tween identified performance elements for experienced teachers
in separate service areas were essentially negligible. 53
Cotrell later reported on the series of studies entitled,
"Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Teacher Education,"
and observed:
In a study to determine the corrunon and unique competencies of teachers •.• it was learned that the pedagogical performance requirements were very similar for
all vocational services.
That is, the basic competencies required of teachers, e.g., oral questioning
techniques, introducing a lesson, and so on, were found
to be so similar that core curricula were advocated to
meet the needs of teachers of all vocational services.54
E. Wayne Courtney suggested that much of the interest for
identifying common elements in vocational education was generated
by the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1963.

In addi-

tion to expanding the definition of vocational education, this legislation denotes commonality among programs supported through the Act.55
The commonalities approach for acquiring professional education competencies can be designed to complement content preparation in a particular occupational specialty gained through conventional university programs as well as technical competence gained

53cotrell, Chase, and Molnar, Performanced Based Instruction,

p. 4.
54c. J. Cotrell, "Vitalizing Teacher Education: Challenge of
the Seventies," in Contemporary Concepts in Vocational Education
edited by Gordan F. Law, American Vocational Association, Washington, D.C., 1971, pp. 333-334.
55courtney, "Common Curricula in Education Programs," p. 6.
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on-the-job or in community college programs.
By focusing on those competencies needed by occupational
teachers, which are common to all service areas, many professional teacher development activities frequently tied to specific
content areas are combined.

Although the present system of teacher

preparation and development offers a good base, the implementation
of a collUOC>n competency approach will require considerable curricular revision.
Related Methodological Studies

Once it has been established that common occupational teacher
competencies do exist, the next logical step was to identify those
which were most important and to determine some type of hierarchical
framework within which these tasks can be organized.

56

Once this

hierarchy has been established, the curriculum planner can use it
as a guide in the preparation of instructional materials and the
establishment of terminal occupational teacher development program
. t'ives. 57
o b Jee
This practice of developing a hierarchical framework for identified vocational teacher competencies was employed by Cotrell in

56Richard L. Spanziani and E. Wayne Courtney, "The Application
of Bloom's Cognitive Taxonomy to Selected Professional Education
Competencies," Division of Vocational, Adult, and Community College
Education, Oregon State University, Corvallis, July, 1971, p. 33.
57Richard L. Spanziani, "The Application of Bloom's Taxonomy
to Professional Education Competencies of Selected Vocational Instructors," Doctoral Thesis, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
1972, p. 18.
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his study referenced earlier.

However, additional analysis

utilizing the competency hierarchy as the base was conducted for
the purpose of establishing clusters of performance elements. 58
This clustering was accomplished through a factor analysis.
Wayne K. Kirchner and June A. Lucas have suggested that
the factor analytic technique simplified complex and otherwise
confusing data by clustering items into groups which belong together.

By testing the degree of interrelationship among indivi-

dual i terns; one can determine the basic . factors present in a group
of data. 59

According to Courtney and Halfin this technique ex-

hibits special meaning for designers of curriculums for teacher education.

They indicated that factor analysis of the proficiency needs of

teachers may be used to accomplish the following.
1.

Factor identification may reveal areas of differentiation between groups concerning what occupational
teachers can do.

2.

Identified job requirement components provide ror analysis
of teacher populations and through such descriptions
components of training program needs may be studied.

58cotrell, Chase, and Molnar, Performanced Based Instruction,
p. 5.

59 wayne K. Kirchner and June A. Lucas, "Using Factor Analysis
to Explore Employee Activities," Personnel ,)ournal, Volume 49,
pp. 492-494.
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3.

Related potential subject matter may be

descriptiv<~ly

grouped, and from such groupings patterns of traininq
may be established around basic common elements and
necessary common experiences.60
Drawing upon the findings and conclusions of the above
referenced investigations, one could conclude that factor analysis
based upon identified performance elements or competencies exists
as an appropriate alternative for studying occupational teacher
development curriculums.

In a manner similar to factor studies of

attitudes or personnel traits in the social sciences, teacher task
descriptions can be identified and grouped into logical clusters
both for the purpose of describing teacher competencies and for
use in designing improved curriculums for developing teacher
competencies.

Several national studies in the area of educational

personnel development have employed such factor analytic techniques
with apparent success.
Spaziani and Courtney employed a factor analysis technique
to determine common professional education competencies needed
by community college and secondary school vocational instructors.
Using Bloom's cognitive taxonomy and a corresponding six-point
ordinal scale, a survey-type questionnaire was employed to group

60 courtney and Halfin, "Competencies of Vocational Teachers,"
pp. 2-3.
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professional competencies into meaningful competency clusters. 61
Halfin and Courtney used a Likert-type instrument and administered it to 150 occupational teachers to determine a coinrnon
core of curricular experiences for use in training technical
teachers in five specialty areas.

Six interpretable factors were

identified for use toward determining conunon training requirements
of secondary school vocational instructors. 62
Courtney employed a 130 item Likert-type instrument and
administered it to 40 teachers in four states to determine
conunonalities within the five discipline areas of vocational
agriculture, home economics, trade and industry, distributive
education and business education.63

6lspaziani and Courtney, "Bloom's Cognitive Taxonomy," p. 40.
62Halfin and Courtney, "Conunon Professional Training Requirements," p. 9.
63courtney, "Developing Cornrron Curricula," p. 5.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The purposes of this study were to identify a series of
essential competencies for occupational teachers, through use
of previous studies and existing information, which were common
to the various service areas, and to validate these competencies with a variety of accountability groups in Illinois to
test the degree of consensus concerning the series.

The de-

sired product of the investigation was a hierarchical structure of tested common competencies and the identification of
related competencies into clusters.

It was felt that both

products would be useful to individuals planning and conducting
programs of occupational teacher development.
To accomplish these stated purposes, answers were sought
to three basic questions:
1.

What are the essential common competencies to be
possessed by occupational teachers?

2.

Which of these essential common competencies are
of rrost importance, and what relationships exist
between individual competency statements?

3.

What degree of consensus on these common competencies
exists between teacher educators, occupational program administrators, and occupational teachers?
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Development of the Test Instrument

A review of related literature revealed that several
studies of common competencies for occupational teachers
had previously been conducted.

Studies by Cotrell, Chase,

and Molnar, 64 Spaziani, 65 Terry, Thompson, and Evans, 66 and
Courtney and Halfin 67 provided suggested common competencies.
Selected competencies identified by these studies were combined with those generated by participants at the Illinois
Vocational Teacher Education and Vocational Administration
Conferences on Competency Development, conducted in October
of 1970 and in April of 1971. 68

64cotrell, Chase, and Molnar, Performance Based Instruction.
65spaziani, "The Application of Bloom's Taxonomy of Selected Vocational Instructors."
66 Terry, Thompson, and Evans, Competencies for Teachers.
6 7courtney and Half in, "Competencies of Vocational Teachers."
68Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education,
Illinois Vocational Teacher Education Conference on Competencies
Development, Summary Report, Illinois Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, Springfield, Illinois, 1970, pp. 2-15.
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A preliminary list of 164 potential competencies was
developed employing the findings of the above studies.

Al-

though this initial listing was classified according to six
broad categories, 69 these category titles were removed in the
design of the final preliminary list.
ployed for two reasons.

This procedure was em-

First, the titles were for classifi-

cation purposes only and represented rather arbitrary designations used to develop the list.

Second, the plan to use the

factor analysis statistical technique to group related competencies based on the responses to the final test instrument required that any previous group biases be minimized at the outset.
Similar competency studies by Lindah1, 70 Miller,

71

and Spaziani

72

have concluded that no major differences existed among respondents
representing various vocational services areas in identifying common
competencies for occupational teachers.

The results of Cotrell's

study indicated that few differences were found between secondary

69The six broad categories employed in
adapted from those developed by Cotrell and
following: program management, delivery of
general school activities, guidance, public
and personal development.

the study were
included the
instruction,
and human relations,

70Lindahl, "Commonalities in the Professional Education
Competencies of Selected Community College Vocational Instructors," p. 6.
71Miller, "The CoIIUl'Dn Professional Education Competencies of
Selected Community College Vocational Instructors," p. 64.
72spaziani, "The Application of Bloom's Taxonomy of Selected
Vocational Instructors," p. 72.
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and post-secondary instructors in 19 states and the 7 maior vocational service areas used by the United States Office of Education. 73 In view of these previous findings, no particular distinction was made between respondents in this study regarding
their vocational specialty, and both secondary and community
college personnel were considered together in the occupational
administrator and occupational teacher sub-groups.
The preliminary list of 164 potential competencies was then
submitted to a jury of experts.

This jury was composed of eight

individuals, two teacher educators, two state vocational agency
staff members, two vocational administrators from local education
agencies, and two vocational teachers.

Suggested competencies were

combined, reworded, and eliminated by the jury and a series of 90
suggested common competencies for vocational teachers was the result.
A test instrument consisting of 90 suggested competencies was
developed based upon the product of the jury.

The instrument was

a survey-type questionnaire designed for mailing or personal administration.

It employed a five point Likert-type scale on each of

the 90 competency statements.

This scale would permit each respon-

dent to judgementally rate each of the suggested competencies according to its importance in contributing to high quality occupational instruction.

A copy of the instrument is included in Appen-

dix A.
73 u.s.O.E. Vocational Service Areas include agriculture,
distributive, health, home economics, office, technical, and
trades and industry.
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To gain insight into problems which might arise during the
administration of the instrument and to provide a preliminary
test of the appropriateness of the competency series, a pilot
test was conducted.

The pilot group selected included 78 parti-

cipants in the Vocational Teacher Education Competencies Conference
II, held in Springfield, Illinois, May 1-3, 1972.

This conference

was conducted by the Bureau of Educational Research at the University of Illinois

and was attended by 78 individuals, a majority of

which were university level vocational teacher educators.

Also

attending were individuals representing secondary schools, community colleges, and the state vocational agency.

A total of 45 useable questionnaires were returned.

This re-

presented a 78 percent return on the 58 instruments which were distributed.

Based upon the responses and solicited comments concerning

the format and nature of the instrument, only two minor revisions in
wording were made on the final questionnaire.

The Dependent Variable

The dependent variable in this study was the rating on the five
point ordinal scale assigned to each suggested competency statement
by respondents.

This rating for each statement reflected the con-

tribution it made to the development of occupational instructional
personnel.
experience.

Respondents were asked to base the rating upon their own
The five point scale provided for competency statement
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ratings in the following manner:
importance;

(1) no importance;

(3) moderate importance;

(2) slight

(4) very important; and

(5) one of most important.

Study Population

The populations used in this study included four subgroups.
The subgroup described earlier as the pilot group was joined by
three samples randomly selected from among the following populations in Illinois:
1.

Occupational program administrators in public secondary
schools and community colleges;

2.

Occupational teachers in public secondary schools and
community colleges, grades 11-14;

3.

Teacher educators specializing in occupational teacher
development and employed by one of the eight public
teacher training institutions cooperating in the statewide University Occupational Education Coordinators Committee.

74

This Committee is sponsored by the Illinois Division of
Vocational and Technical Education and the following institutions
cooperate:
Eastern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University
University of Illinois
Western Illinois University
Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville
Illinois State University
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale
Chicago State University

74
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A table of random numbers 75 was used to select two samples
of sixty institutions from composite listings of secondary schools
and community colleges in Illinois.

One sample was sent letters

addressed to the occupational administrators requesting that they
themselves respond to the enclosed instrument.76

The other sample

was also sent letters addressed to the occupational administrators
requesting that the enclosed instrument be passed on and completed
by an effective occupational teacher at the institution.
The teacher educator subgroup was also selected with the aid
of a table of random

num~ers

and from a list of occupational teacher

educators at public universities in Illinois provided by the Illinois
Division of Vocational and Technical Education.
The data shown in Table I indicated the total sample size for
each subgroup, the number of respondents making up the useful sample, the percentage response in each subgroup, and totals for the
sample employed in the conduct of the study.

7 5Gene V. Glass and Julian C. Stanley, Statistical Methods
in Education and Psychology, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1970, p. 510.
76 see Appendix B for copies of the cover letters used.
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TABLE I
Subgroup Size and Respondents by
Type, Number, and Percentage of Response
Subgroup
Type

Subgroup
Number

Number in
Sample Subgroup

Number of
Respondents
in Subgroup

Percentage
Return for
Subgroup

Pilot Group

1

58

45

78

Occupational
Administrators

2

60

31

52

Occupational
Teachers

3

60

41

68

Teacher
Educators

4

60

37

62

238

164

69

Totals for
Sample

Treatment of Data
Data collected concerning the importance of competencies
from the responses on the completed instruments were compiled
for machine processing.

These data were analyzed at the Southern

Illinois University Computer Center in Carbondale.
Unlike much of the research which has been conducted on
identifying or validating occupational teacher competencies
and referred to in Chapter II, this study broadened the respendent sample to include subgroups, occupational program administrators and occupational teacher educators in addition to
occupational teachers.

This design was employed in order to
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obtain both comparative data and consensus information concerning the 90 suggested competencies for occupational teachers.
This data was· utilized in the conduct of the following described operations:
1.

Mean and Rank
Computation of mean scores for all four subgroups
and total sample were made for each of the 90
suggested competencies.

From this information, a

rank was assigned to each competency in the series
according to the mean score.

These rankings were

accomplished for subgroups as well as the total
sample.

The purpose of this set of computations

was to identify those common competencies which were
considered to be most important and to report on the
hierarchical structure of the competency series.
2.

Correlation
Three separate research hypotheses were developed
to determine the correlation between competency
item mean scores of the three test subgroups, occupational administrators (A), occupational teachers
(T), and occupational teacher educators (TE).
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#1

Research
Hypothesis

The correlation coefficient (r ) of the mean
s
scores for the occupational administrators (A)
and the mean scores for the occupational
teachers (T) for each competency in the 90 item
series is greater than zero (.00).
rsA,T > (. 00)

Statistical
Hypothesis

The correlation coefficient (r ) of the mean
s

scores for {A) and the mean scores for (T) for
each competency in the 90 item series is equal
to zero (.00).
rsA,T

#2

Research
Hypothesis

=

(.00)

rsA,TE> (.00)

Statistical
Hypothesis
#3

Research
Hypothesis

r

sT,TE

>

(.00)

Statistical
Hypothesis
The general formula used to compute the correlation coefficient was:
=

77

N~XY-i.X~Y

Where:
r

s

= correlation coefficient

x

x

= mean scores for respondents in subgroup

y

= mean scores for respondents in subgroup y

N

total number of respcndents in both subgroups

77 Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics, Fourth Edition, John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1969, p. 125.
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The statistic used for testing significance was a
"t" test and one-tailed. 78
"t"

r

=

s

~ l-r~;N-2
Where:
"t"

N

=

"t" table value for one-tailed test of significance

=

sample correlation coefficient
number of respondents

The alpha level established for the one-tailed (directional)
test was .05 with degrees of freedom varying from 66 to 76
based upon the number of respondents in the correlation coefficient being tested.

The purpose of this set of compu-

tations was to test the degree of consensus achieved on the
identified competency series between teacher educators, occupational program administrators, and occupational teachers.

Ibid., p. 156.
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3.

Factor Analysis
One of the major purposes of this study was to
identify competency groupings through analysis of
respondent scoring on each of the 90 items in the
suggested competency series.

Courtney and Halfin

have proposed that information on the proficiency
needs of teachers in the field, and with such factorbased groupings, are important for designers of vocational teacher education curriculums.79
Factor analysis provides a method for determing the
number and nature of the underlying variables among
large numbers of measures. 80

Through its use, one

can identify variables which can be studied together
rather than separately.

Rather than study each of the

90 items in the suggested competency series individually, identification of factors which the respondents to the instrument felt belonged together provides for clustering of competencies from which factors
are identified.
79 E. Wayne Courtney and Harold H. Halfin, "A Factor
Analysis of the Training Needs of Teachers Occupational
Education," Oregon State University, Corvallis, August, 1969,
p. 2.

8 °Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research:
Educational and Psychological Inquiry, Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Inc., New York, 1964, p. 650.
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The objective for this component of the study was
the identif.ication of competency clusters achieved
through grouping on the basis of similarity between
score profiles of respondents.

The method employed

in this analysis was Q factor analysis.

This method

involves transposing the factor matrix in such a
manner that data are analyzed on the basis of relationships between respondents according to their ratings
of the 90 competencies items included in the study.
The computer program used at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale for Q factor analysis is QUANAL.
It employs a Varimax rotation method with orthogonal
rotation.

Provision is made in the OUANAL program for

the optimum number of factors by examination of the
eigenvalues obtained.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
This chapter is presented in terms of the tests conducted
on the respondent competency instrument data.

First, a mean

score computation and ranking of the 90 competencies was conducted to identify those considered most important by respondents.

Second, correlations were computed between competency

item mean scores for the three test populations.

Third, a fac-

tor analysis was conducted to identify competency grounings or
clusters.
Results of Mean Score and Ranking

Mean scores were computed for each of the four subgroups
in the test on each of the 90 identified competencies.

The

subgroups included sample groups of occupational program administrators, occupational teachers, occupational teacher educators, and the pilot group described in Chapter III.
pondents were from the state of Illinois.

All res-

In addition, a com-

posite mean score was computed based upon the ratings of all
respondents on each competency item.
Mean scores were based upon the following values for each
competency item:

One of Most Important, 5; Very Important, 4;
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Moderate Importance, 3; Slight Importance, 2; No Importance, 1.
Mean scores approaching 5.00 indicate agreement from respondents
that the item was one of the rrost important, while those items with
lower mean scores were thought to be of less importance according
to respondents.
Each of the 90 competency items was ranked based upon mean
scores.

Table II includes rankings for each subgroup and for the

total survey.

The original item number for each competency on

the questionnaire and the competency item itself is also provided in Table II.

~esults

of the Correlation Tests

Correlation tests described in Chanter III were conducted
to discover the degree of agreement between respondent subgroups
based upon the mean scores for each competencv item.

A Pearson

product moment correlation coefficient was computed for each
sample subgroup.

81

81 McNemar, Psychological Statistics, p. 125. ·

TABLE I I
RANK ORDER A.'ID MEAN SCO!GS OF 90 COMMON COMPETENCIES FOR OCCUPATIONAL TEACHERS
AS DETERMINED BY THE TOTAL SURVEY AND BY EACH SUBGROUP IN THE STUDY

Total Survey

Subgroups
Item

Rank

1

2
3

:.!ean
Score

Number

4.5000

17

4.4675
4.4610

4.5 4.4026

4.5 4.4026
6
7
8

9
10

4.3961
4.2987
4.2597

4.2532
4.2338

10
30

6

66

COMPEI'ENCY

Pilot
Group

Occ.
Admin.

Revise instruction in accordar.ce with
changing occupational demands, student
needs, school policy.

2
4.7112

2
4.3239

Select a)propriate :'.nstructional
method(s for learning situation.

1
4.7113

Develop classroom instruction based
upon individual needs, abilities, and
interests of students.

3
4.7111

Provide laboratory experiences as an
integral part of the instructional
program.
Be stimulating in work as a teacher.

Rank
(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

2"

4:3b47

~
5 5

4.3549

~

1
4.6213

3
4.3219

4.26S'f

1

5

4

4.48"66
I
V1

4.5fi3

4
4.258i

4
4.6229

4.lb23

4:3BB7

9

di5

~

1

10
4.3513

4

~
5 05

TT

Develop and maintain positive environmeP.t
for learning.

8
4.5119

7
4.1957

4.2961+

45

Evaluate own techniques and methods
of teaching for effectiveness.

4.4Ti3E

13

15
4.0311

4.2211

4.4324

Design a:ld select student learning
activities through which students c9.Il
acco.11plish stated perfornance objectives.

6
4.5762

~

3.9677

18
3.9993

4.'4ofil

Evaluate the overall effectiveness of
program in terms of program objectives.

10
4.5106

~5

4.~~26

4.29Eb

Evalt:.ate and provide feedback to
students on progress and performance.

21.5

4.50W

17
3.9995

8
4.3807

53

83
82

11

j.95'Ff

6

6

7

12

0

I

-- -

Total Survey

-

Suberoups

Item

Rank

Mean
Sr.::ire

N\;J'lber

11

4.2273

11

12
13
14
15
16

4.2143
4.2013
4.1364
4.1169
4.0974

17.5 4.0909
17.5 4.0909
19

4.0844

20.5 4.0779

4
12

22
51
13
l

87
31

42

20.5 4.0779 .. 75

co:t.PEI'E:ICY

Select appropriate textbooks and
instructional resource(s) for learning
situation.

Pilot
Group

.

20
4.3325
22

Interpret the goals and objectives of
occupational education.

4.2B97

Utilize a variety of instructional
methods in program delivery.

4.4B9S'

Relate to students frcm different
socio-economic backgrounds.
Reinforce learning.

Rank

Occ.
Ad.min.

4.2~77

(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.
11

11

4.0239

4.32l+3

4.2240

4.09TIO

10

~
3

11

4.1290

12
3.9278

17
4.2139

4.3700

17

32
3.8710

&
3 537
dso

18
4.3779

45
3.8071

22
3.9506

12

Elr:ploy a variety of instr~ctional
resources in program delivery.

14
4.4222

Assist administrators in developing and
maintaining occupational programs.

4.6BE9

6

~
3
27

4."6294

17

&
3 537

4.0294

33

8
4.1920

8
4.1720

3.9l81J

Present occupational information
related to instruction.

16
4.39§b

~

3,~,85

4.~635·

Provide appropriate practice for
development and refinement of
occupational skills.

4.2bb7

4.1324

10

37
~

4.1324

Utilize a student.-centered teaching
style.

5
4.5790

25
3,9355

~

4.650b

Develop good working relationships with
school personnel and staff,

30
4.1133

18
4.oooo

4.0236

24

3,9355

1

40

22

26

~

I
V1
I-'

I

Total Su...'"Vey

Subgroups
Item

Rank

Mean
Score

~u.~ber

22.5 4.0649

9

22.5 4.0649

43

24

4.0519

64

COM?EI'EXCY
Secure on-the-job training stations
i.'or students.

Pilot
Group

.

Occ.
AcbJ.in.

Rank
(Menn Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

7
4.5333

~
;3.9700

47.5
3.7073

3.§io6

25.5

20
3.9681

27
3•.9023

4.iaeo

Identify students in need of
counseling and guidance.

4.'21+"44

Plan, coordinate, and supervise
cooperative work experience prof;rams

4.1+220

15

M,
3 37

21
3.9536

43
~

16
4.0278

4.;~78

24
4.0BIT

25

4.0325

76

M'aintain liaison with employ::ient
agencies and potential er:iployers.

43.5
4.oooo

26

4.026o

19

:Employ a variety of individual and
group motivational techniques.

4.2007

3.E07b

3.@22

4.~fo3

Utilize individualized instruction
materials and activities.

28
4.2215

13.5

4.0b4"5

43
3.7554

30
4.0017

Inform students of the nature and
requirements of specific occupation.

21
4.3113

47
3.7772

~

4.B;oo

Recognize, interpret, and u~ilize
student actions and behaviors.

4.2440

3."809b

3.i&54

18
4.i]92

Plan a personal program of continuing
education and develo:p;:nent.

32
4.0912

3.8387

3."8774

4.W50

Provide special training or assistance to
students who are disadvantaged or
handicapped.

4.~918

3.B3B2

40

~
37 5

3.B3B2

4.8*71

3.f~41

~
3 7

21
4.2174

27
29
29
29
31

32

4.0130

23

4.oooo

56

4.oooo

84

4.oooo

90

3.9805

3.9740

25

.

89

Organize the sequence of instruction
in manageable units.

23

27

33

35

43

36.5

30

20

45

I
\J1

r--;
I

-Total Survey
Rank

l·~can

-Subgroups

Item
NU!'lber

COMPEI'E:'ICY

Pilot
Group

Score

.

Occ.
Adm.in.

55
3.8235

36.5
3.8387

Select and obtain equipment, materials,
and supplies for instructional purposes.

65
3.7554

12
4.1273

Develop tests and criteria for measuring
student performance and progress.

4.0234

40

16

ll.aintain student performance or
progress reports.

59

ll.ak·~

i..:.se of guiC.S.nce and counseling
serrices provided by the school.

33

3.9675

37

34

3.951;.5

3

35

3.9481

18

36

3.9286

37

3.9156

Maini;ain safe, orderly, clean program
facilities and equipment.

Rank
(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ. '
'
--12__

16

3.9975

4.2174

4.0747

12

38
3.9189

~

3.9032

41
3.7802

25
4.0799

3.~fo4

23
3.9374

26
3.902li

33
3.9724

35
4.0CEl+

~

46
3.7083

35
3.9427

3.9355

I
V1

Formulate a personal educational
philosophy.

42
4.0005

30
3.9017

36
3.8055

38
3.9189

Assist students in securing
emplo7.ner.t.

29
4.1339

31
3.9016

59
3.6103

38
3.9189

24

Write measurable performance objectives
for progrrur. and instructional units.

4.0SBt)

34

50
3.7447

3:b8TI

52

28
4.0270

3.8961

80

Develop and utilize innovative
instructional methods and resources.

31
4.1119

63
3.5161

3-8544

3.9982

42.5 3.8701

27

Select, utilize, and maintain an
occupational advisory committee.

4.2444

25.5

3.~39

3.58b2

62

-1L

42.5 3.8701

38

Develop and cCl!Illllunicate rules, procedures,
and acceptable stanC.S.rds of students
behavior.

46
3.9551

~

38

3.9091

28

4o

3.8961

7

40

3.8961

40

I

32

42

.

-~'

25

~

-

32

3.9191

-2L
3.7553

w
I

Total Survey

Rank

Mean
Score

45

3.8506

45
45

3.8506

Item
Nlll'.!lber

32

Subgroups
COMPEI'ENCY

Relate the occupational program to
other instructional programs.

52
54

Commlll1icate ideas and concepts to other
teachers, school personnel, and community
n;embers.

47.5 3.8o52

58

Work cooperatively with individuals and
groups in the community.

49
51

51

51

3.7922
3.7858

3.7857

73

63

78

53.5 3.7727

5

41
4.0202

27
3.9073

3.b6E9

3.§t19

46
3.7797

4.09'fb

~

50
3.8902

~

36.5

~
3.7 5

42
3.8902

44

47

60

, 11

44

3.Bb49

3FoS7

3.t~77

3.i@38

66
3.7530

53
3.7419

20
3.9758

54
3.7325

3.b4b3

70

~
3 37

14
4.04rnr

3.b4b3

Assist students in entering programs ot
advanced occupational training or
education.

45
3.9990

6o

3.5787

44
3.7317

50
3.7597

Articulate occupational program with
other educational institutions or
programs.

48
3.9324

3.5154

38
3.7821

~

37

3.t~65

~

3-~~65

cl

~

42
3.7778

3.9~41

Interpret and adhere to school
policy.

50

Occ.
Admin.

3.954B"

Plan and schedule the utilization of
facilities and equipnent for maxi.mum
student benefit.

6o

3.7857

.

Maintain discipline.

3.9506

47.5 3.8052

Pilot
Group

Rank
(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

Conduct preassessment of student
interests, abilities, and aptitudes.

4:0bb7

Interpret the philosophy and goals ot
the school._

~

64

I
\Jl
.p..

I

6o

46

I
'(

Total Survey
Rank

lt.ean
Score

53.5 3.7727
55
56

57
58
59

3.7338
3.7273

3.7208
3.7078
3.6948

60.5 3.6818
6o.5 3.6818

Subgroups

ItemJ
Numbe
40
65
62

15
86
34
29
41

COMPEI'ENCY

Pilot
Group

Develop and employ a year-long
occupational program plan.

3.§819

54
3.7097

45
3.7310

Recruit, screen, and select students
for programs.

4.6447

38

62
3.5200

~

63.5 3.6169
63.5 3.6169

47
14
49

64

3.5b40

4.0433

3.bB22

3.b3TiT

~

Select appropriate audio-visual materials
for instructional purposes.

63
3.7763

48
3.7763

3-4634

70

41
3.8919

Assist students in developing appropriate
stuey prac-cices.

68
3.7333

51
3. 7743

3.6B2b

50

58

~

Break down occupation into canponent parts
for instructional and guidance purposes.

43.5
4.oooo

68

PIB35

72

~

48
3.8109

56
3.8223

36.5
3.8387

68
3.5127

~

75
3.5323

~

3.9032

28
3.8772

3.4bo5

52

67
µB3§

3.t~3s

_g__
3.7551

64

Utilize local and statewide guidelines
for progran plaru~ir.g.

.

Maintain necessary reports required
programs.

3.6558

3.7073

47

'f.83b3

Design, conduct, and interpret follow-up
studies of program enrollees and
graduates.

by school, state agency, and federal

62

Occ.
Admin.

Rank
(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

39

55

58

69

63

70

Select and utilize assistance of resource
personnel in instructional process.

3.B657

Develop a variety of audio-visual
materials for instructional purposes.

3.7561

49
3.7742

3.534E

65

74
3.4067

~
3. 2

65
3.5149

3.~~56

3.4b72

Use counseling techniques to help st.udents
solve personal, social, educational
proble:::s.

67

I
Ul
Ul

I

Total
Rank

Su..~ey

Subgroups

Item
Nll.l'lber

Mean
Score

CO.:.ll'El'ENCY

3.6o39

8

66

3.5779

71

3.5649

81

3.5455

26

67
68

69

70

3.5130

36

Occ.
Admin.

. M,
3

66
3'.5138

Plan and preps.re budgets for
occupational program.

60
3.7991

3.'4i:49

Understand and interpret the comm.unity
problems and culture.

3-Tibb

I

65

Pilot
Group

Ran.1':

Assist in the development of the
total school progra.::J..

62

(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

67
3.5138

65
3.5138

3:587b

61

73
3.4310

3.2bS4

79

66
3.5149

3.594b

~

_.LL

73

--22._

71.5

62

Utilize local and statewide policy in
securing reimbursement for occupational
programs.

3.b45i

3.IT§11

Use information contained in professional
journals for personal developnent and
i.mprove~ent of instruction.

74
3.5556

3.3M9

3.3B89

76
3.3216

76
3.2933

66
3.5136

77

71

73

3.3523

3.7072

l

3.4935

35

Conduct ccxmr;unity surveys to in:prove
instruction or plan programs.

61
3.7778

71.5 3.4870

4.4

Participate in professional organizations
related to occupational area.

3.b005

3.2919

74
3.3865

3.b2lb

F\mction as a director of learning
resources.

_§2_
3.7320

80.5
3.2258

3.2tEc5

77

57
3.6507

Promote and conduct adult occupational
programs.

67
3.7341

3.4194

3.2447

3:4847

Con~uct and interpret a task or activity
analysis for occupation.

~

53

74
3.3262

81
3.1938

72
3.4579

75

76
3.3263

71.5 3.4870 . 79
73

3.4805

2

74

3.4740

33

75

3.3896. 67

Counsel

a..~d

advise parents.

73

78

3-4243

71.5

70

3.45Ib

78

3.3"629

I
V1

a-

61

68

Total Survey
'Rank
'
I

Mean
Score

76.5 3.3831
76.5 3.3831

Subgroups
Item
NUICber

COMPEI'ENCY

Pilot
Group

.

Rank

Occ.
Admin.

(Mean Score)
Occ.
Teacher
Teacher
Educ.

81
3.3114

...:..IL'
3.3221

3.4391

71

71
3.4595

Develop a system for filing and records
management.

84
3.1555

3.ll50

.. 64
3.5611

78.5
3.2432

80

83
3.30811

55

Relate personal experiences and current
events to occupational instruction.

88

78

3,2922

20

Interpret the legal responsibilities
and liabilities of a teacher.

72
3.6222

3.1944'

79

3.2792

39

Write a daily instructional plan.

76
3.5113

3.1323

'f.lbSO

3.243~

8o

3,2727

69

Adapt your appearance and apparel to
acceptable standards for teachers.

3.~t69

3.5484

61

3,g~85

2.Ero)

Promote special training or assistance
to students who are disadvantaged or
handicapped.

79
3.3778

78

3.2894

~

80

Participate in camnunity organizations
and activities.

82
3.2457

83
3,1908

_12__

3.2195

~

Participate in local teacher organizations
and activities.

µm

77

41
3.8731

86
3.0222

_n_

88
2.9749

3.l63IT

81

82

83
84

85
86

3.2273

3.1883
3.1818

21

(i8

85

82
84

3.1944'
82

78.5
86

I

3.0722

3.T640
82

3,2703

3.1753

74

Interpret the socio-econcmic arid power
structure of the cCilllllunity.

80
3.3326

80.5
3.2258

3.0714

61

Write reports and news releases.

86
2.9994

2L
3.1290

3.I4b2

3.0280

~

90
2.8750

31
3.8750

2L

3.0130. 72

Build models and displays for
instructional purposes.

3.2222

I

V1
-..J

61

81

84

3.0270

Total Survey

Subgroups

Item

Rank

lr.ean
Score

87

2.9091

88

2.8766

NUL\ber

COMPEI'ENCY

57

Identify acceptab:e COl!llllunity social
behavior for teachers.

46

Pilot
Group

.

Occ.
Admin.

Runk

(Mean Score)
Occ.
T~acher
Teacher
Educ.

2.90bS"

87

: 87
3.0000

87
2.9788

88
2.7585

Employ standardized tests for guid.a.r1ce
and placement purposes.

88
2.7993

86
3.0647

~

2.9512

2.~So4

89

2.8571

48

Reproduce instructional materials with
a variety of duplicating equipment.

2.~08

88
2.9355

84
3.0965

87
2.8137

90

2.7403

70

Interpret the history of vocational,
occupational, and career education.

2.~;56

2.~\a

2.~89

2J~64
I

V1

co
I

.
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Hypothesis #1 Conclusion
The correlation coefficient (rs) of the mean scores for the
occupational administrators (A) and those for the occupational
teachers (T) for each competency in the 90 item series was .400.
At the specified alpha level of • 05 the required directional "t"
value was 2.390.82

Since rsA,T

= 11.4

exceeded the required "t"

value the research hypothesis was accepted, rsA,T> (.00).

This

test was also found to be significant at the .01 level of probability.
Hypothesis #2 Conclusion
The correlation coefficient (r ) of the mean for the occus
pational administrators (A) and those for the occupational teacher
educators (TE) for each competency in the 90 item series was .849.
At the specified alpha level of .05 the required directional "t"
value was 2.390.

Since rsA,TE

= 13.2

exceeded the required "t"

value the research hypothesis was accepted, rsA,TE > (.OO).

This

test was also found to be significant at the .01 level of probability.
Hypothesis #3 Conclusion
The correlation coefficient (rs) of the mean scores for the
occupational teachers (T) and those for the occupational teacher
educators (TE) for each competency in the 90 item series was .186.
At the specified alpha level of • 05 the required directional "t"
value was 2.390.

Since rs

T,

TE= 5.3 exceeded the required "t"

value the statistical hypothesis was accepted, rsT ,TE> (. 00).
82rbid., p. 508.
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Results of the Factor Analysis

Factor analysis provides a method through which one can
determine the number and nature of underlying variables among
large numbers of measures.

The object of this factor analysis

was to determine specific underlying variables present among
the 90 competency items included in the study.

This permits

study of competency clusters or groups which in the opinion of
the respondents belonged together.

Instead of studying the 90

competency items separately, identified competencies can be
studied in clusters.
Competency clusters are comprised of individual competencies having a high degree of correlation with an extracted factor.

This degree of correlation with the extracted factor is

represented by a generated factor loading.
factor loadings

of~

Competencies with

.300 or greater were included within a

factor.
Guilfancc was received in selecting the number of factors
to be extracted through use of Cattell's Scree Test. 83

While

this test provides a guide to factor selection based upon
mathematical considerations, the primary consideration is how
well extracted factors selected describe the relationship among
the data.

Four, five, six, and eight factor solutions were

83R.B. Cattell, "The Scree Test for the Number of Factors,"
Multiuariate Behavioral Research, Volume 1, Number 2, 1966,
pp. 245-276.
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tested.

The four factor solution became the final choice as

other solutions contained either conceptually indescribable or
mathematically non-meaningful factors.

Such non-meaningful

factors were determined through use of Humphrey's test. 84
The Varimax rotation method of factor analysis was employed in this study.

An orthogonal Varimax rotation based

upon the production of principal component factor loadings
yielded four extracted factors in which one or more of the
90 variables showed a factor loading of .300 or greater.

Com-

petencies with factor loadings less than .300 were not included
in describing the factors since they accounted for relatively
little varience.

Utilizing this standard, 85 of the 90 original

competencies were retained.
Extracted factors numbering four along with factor loadings
for each competency are included in Table III.

84

0.J. Veldman, Fortran Programming for the Behavioral
Sciences, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York, 1967, p. 38.
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TABLE III

GROUPING OF 85 COMPETENCY ITEMS ACCORDING TO FACTOR

LO~DINGS

FACTOR I:

Factor
Loading

Item
Number

Competency Item

0.692

83

Evaluate the overall effectiveness of
program in terms of program objectives.

0.669

51

Reinforce learning.

0.644

53

Design and select student learning
activities through which students can
accomplish stated performance objectives.

0.622

.17

Revise instruction in accordance with
changing occupational demands, student
needs, school policy.

0.601

82

Evaluate and provide feedback to students
on progress and oerformance.

0.572

45

Evaluate own techniques and methods of
teaching for effectiveness.

0.570

84

Recognize, interpret, and utilize student
actions and behaviors.

0.565

18

Develop tests and criteria for measuring
student performance and progress.

0.532

87

Present occupational information related
to instruction.

0.514

19

Employ a variety of individual and group
motivational techniques.

0.495

56

Inform students of the nature and requirements of specific occupation.

0.491

34

Break down occupation into component parts
for instructional and guidance purposes.

0.489

89

Organize the sequence of instruction in
manageable units.
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TABLE III
FACTOR I: (continued)
Factor
Loadin9

Item
Number

Competency Item

0.487

47

Select and utilize assistance of resource
personnel in instructional process.

0.484

3~

Conduct and interpret a task or activity
analysis for occupation.

0.477

77

Develop and maintain positive environment for learning.

0.466

43

Identify students in need of counseling
or guidance.

0.463

31

Provide appropriate practice for development and refinement of occupational skills.

0.459

42

Utilize a student-centered teaching style.

0.446

24

Write measurable performance objectives
for program and instructional units.

0.429

22

Relate to students from different socioeconomic backgrounds.

0.418

30

Develop classroom instruction based upon
individual needs, abilities, and interests
of students.

0.394

16

Maintain student performance of progress
reports.

0.383

32

Relate the occupational program to other
instructional programs.

0.343

40

Develop and employ a yearlong occupational
program plan.

0.312

28

Formulate a personal educational philosophy.

0.311

90

Plan a personal program of continuing education and development.

0.309

4

Interpret the goals and objectives of occupational education.
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TABLE III
FACTOR II:
Factor
Loading

Item
Number

Competency Item

0.744

60

Interpret and adhere to school policv.

0.734

69

Adapt your appearance and apparel to
acceptable standards for teachers.

0.680

70

Interpret the history of vocational,
occupational, and career education.

0.673

41

Maintain necessary reports required by
school, state agency, and federal programs.

0.636

88

Develop a system for filing and records
management.

0.622

68

Participate in community organizations
and activities.

0.575

57

Identify acceptable community social
behavioral for teachers.

0.555

52

Maintain discipline.

0.546

61

Write reports and news releases.

0.535

48

Reproduce instructional materials with
a variety of duplicating equipment.

0.524

37

Maintain safe, orderly, clean program
facilities and equipment.

0.510

29

Utilize local and statewide quidelines
for program planning.

0.487

26

Utilize local and statewide policy in
securing reimbursement for occupational
programs.

0.485

20

Interpret the legal responsibilities and
liabilities of a teacher.
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TABLE III
FACTOR II: (continued)
Factor
Loading

Item
Number

Competency Item

0.483

38

Develop and communicate rules, procedures,
and acceptable standards of students behavior.

0.458

39

Write a daily instructional plan.

0.454

75

Develop good working relationships with
school personnel and staff.

0.450

67

Counsel and advise parents.

0.441

81

Understand and interpret the community
problems and culture.

0.425

85

Participate in local teacher organizations
and activities.

0.413

36

Use information contained in professional
journals for personnel development and
improvement of instruction.

0.398

46

Employ standardized tests for guidance and
placement purposes.

0.393

71

Plan and prepare budgets for occupational
program.

0.379

86

Assist students in developing appropriate
study .practices.

o. 371

54

Communicate ideas and concepts to other
teachers, school personnel, and community
members.

0.370

44

Participate in professional organizations
related to occupational area.

0.352

21

Promote, sponsor, and advise student occupational organizations and activities.

0.329

73

Plan and schedule the utilization of facilities and equipment for maximum student benefit.
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TABLE III
FACTOR III:
Factor
Loading

Item
Number

Competency Item.

0.640

64

Plan, coordinate, and supervise cooperative work experience programs.

0.598

62

Design, conduct, and interpret follow-up
studies of program enrollees and graduates.

0.596

7

Assist students in securing emplovment.

0.525

9

Secure on-the-job training stations for
students.

0.513

58

Work cooperatively with individuals and
groups in the community.

0.502

35

Conduct community surveys to improve instruction or plan programs.

0.499

27

Select, utilize, and maintain an occupational advisory committee.

0.470

63

Articulate occupational program with other
educational institutions or programs.

0.449

50

Assist students in entering programs of
advanced occupational training or education.

0.446

74

Interpret the socio-economic and power
structure of the community.

0.401

49

Use counseling techniques to help students
solve personal, social, and educational
problems.

0.396

8

Assist in the development of the total
school program.
0.379

25

Provide special training or assistance to
students who are disadvantaged or handicapped.
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TABLE III
FACTOR III: (continued)
Factor
Loading

Item
Number

0.372

59

Make use of guidance and counseling
services provided by the school.

0.343

76

Maintain liaison with employment
agencies and potential employers.

0.334

65

Recruit, screen, and select students
for programs.

0.329

55

Relate personal experiences and current
events to occupational instruction.

0.300

78

Conduct preassessment of student interests,
abilities, and aptitudes.

Competency Item
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TABLE III
FACTOR IV:
Factor
Loading

Item
Number

o. 715

12

Utilize a variety of instructional
methods in program delivery.

0.707

13

Employ a variety of instructional
resources in program delivery.

0.622

14

Develop a variety of audio-visual
material for instructional purposes.

0.621

23

Utilize individualized instruction
materials and techniques.

0.568

80

Develop and utilize innovative instructional methods and resources.

0.560

15

Select appropriate audio-visual materials
for instructional purpeses.

0.465

10

Select a?propriate instructional method(s)
for learning situation.

0.458

6

0.441

11

Select appropriate textbooks and instructional resource(s) for learning situation.

0.414

72

Build models and displays for instructional purposes.

0.317

3

Competency Item

Provide laboratory experiences as an integral part of the instructional program.

Select and obtain equipment, materials,
and supplies for instructional purposes.
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Description of Factor Groups

Curriculum planners have often found that the interpretation
of factor groupings of teacher performance tasks provide an appropriate format for organizing instruction for teacher development.
The following identification and labeling of factor groups reported
in this study results from the investigator's understanding of occupational program teaching and the elements frequently identified as
important and essential to the management and delivery of instruction.

This factor labeling is an arbitrary act and is offered for

the purpose of broadly interpreting the group's primary elements.
The best definition of factor groups arises from the actual competency items which are included in each of the four factors.
Factor I.

Planning and Evaluation

A total of 28 competencies clustered under this factor with a
factor loading of .309 or higher.

This factor contained items which

deal with philosophy, objectives, organization for instruction and
evaluation of students and teaching.

For the purpose of description

these competencies deal with the systematic preparation and decision
making related to occupational programs and the process of acquiring
feedback and input concerning the appropriateness and quality of instruction.
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Factor II.

Communication and Human Relations

A total of 28 competencies clustered under this factor with
factor loadings of .329 or higher.

The emphasis reflected by the

competencies combined within this factor deals with communications
with students, community, staff, and other publics.

A review of

the included competencies illustrates the-wide variety of communications methods which are or could be employed by occupational
teachers.

To a lesser degree competencies clustered in this factor

deal with program organization.
Factor III.

Guidance

In this factor, 18 competencies loaded with factor loadings of
.300 or higher.

Four or five competencies represent performance

frequently associated with program management (62, 8, 27, 35, 78).
However, the majority of items focus upon the processes of assisting
individuals and insuring maintenance of a program which aids students
in understanding capabilities and interests, choosing a vocation, experiencing that vocation, and preparing for entrance into a related
occupation.
Factor IV.

Delivery of Instruction

Eleven competencies with factor loadings of .317 or higher clustered under this factor.

While it is comprised of fewer comoetencies

than the preceeding three factors, it is apparent that the focus is
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m:>re nearly singular and as a result more easily described.
This factor contains items which deal almost exclusively with
the organization and use of instructional resources and techniques.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Problem, Objectives, and Procedures
The primary problem of this investigation was the exploration of various aspects of a competency-based approach to developing
occupational teachers.

The specific purpose was to produce a use-

ful series of identified common oedagodical

com~etencies

for occu-

pational teachers in grades 11 and 12 of secondary schools and at
levels 13 and 14 in community colleges.

This was accomplished

through completion of three study objectives.
1.

To identify and validate a series of common competencies
for occupational teachers.

2.

To compare the rankings of identified competencies by
subgroups to determine the degree of agreement on individual items and the competency series as a whole.

3.

To employ a factor-based grouping of identified common
competencies.

The basic data for the study was acquired through the administration of a 90 item comoetency questionnaire.

The competency

items contained in the instrument were selected from a listinq
of 164 potential items by a jury of experts.
ployed a five point Likert-type scale.

The instrument em-

The dependent variable

was the rating on the five-point ordinal scale assigned to each
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suggested competency item.
(1) no importance,

Ratings were given values of;

(2) slight importance, (3) moderate im-

portance, (4) very important, and (5) one of most important.
The study population included four subgroups.

A pilot

group of 58 individuals yielded 45 useable responses.

A

sample consisting of 60 occupational program administrators
from public secondary schools and community colleges yielded
31 useable questionnaires.

A sample of 60 occupational teachers

from public secondary schools and community colleges resulted
in 41 useable responses.

And, a sample of 60 occupational

teacher educators resulted in a return of 37 useable instruments.
Each of the latter three samples was limited to Illinois and was
identified through a random selection procedure.
Three tests growing out of the objectives of the study were
conducted on the respondent competency instrument data.

First,

a mean score computation and ranking of the 90 competency items
was conducted to identify by score the rank order importance of
each competency according to respondents.

Second, correlations

were computed between competency item mean scores for the three
randomly selected subgroups.

Third, a factor analysis was con-

ducted to identify competency groupings or clusters.
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Sununary of Findings

Mean scores were computed for each of 90 identified competency
items for each subgroup and a composite mean score was computed based
upon the ratings of all respondents on each item.

Table II summarizes

these results and is located in Chapter IV.
The correlation tests attempted to demonstrate the extent of
agreement concerning the importance of items between the three randomly selected subgroups.

These tests were based upon each group's

mean score for each item in the competency series.

A correlation

coefficient of .400 was found between ratings of the occupational
administrator and the occupational teacher subqroups.

The

correla~

tion coefficient between the ratings of the occupational administrator
and the occupational teacher educator subgrouos was .849.

Between

the ratings of occupational teachers and teacher educators, the correlation coefficient was .186.

All three of these correlations were

found to be significant at a specified alpha of .OS.
A factor analysis was conducted to determine specific underlying
variables present in the 90 competency items which were a oart of the
study.

An orthogonal Varimax rotation based upon the production of
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principal component factor loadings yielded four extracted factors
in which one or more of the 90 variables showed a factor loadinq
of .300 or greater.

According to Humphrey's test all factors were

considered to be meaningful.
The four extracted factors are essentially groups of related
competencies derived from the competency series based upon resnondent ratings of each item.
in Chapter IV.

These factors are described in detail

Cluster titles were developed by inspection and

interpretation of competency items included in a given factor.
Conclusions
This study has identified and validated a series of common
pedagogical competencies for occupational teachers.

To accomplish

the task occupational program administrators, occupational teachers,
and occupational teacher educators were surveyed concerning the importance of a series of competency items to the total development of
occupational teachers.

Judging from the responses in Table IV, 70

of the 90 competency items should be included as a part of either
preservice or inservice education programs for occupational teachers.
Each of these 70 competencies was identified as "very important" or
"one of most important" by fifty percent or more of the respondents
from the three selected subgroups.
The results of the study suggest that occupational teacher development programs should place stronger emphasis on:

1) revising

instruction in accordance with changing occupational demands, stu-
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TABLE IV
ITEM ANALYSIS-COMPOSITE COMPETENCY RA'rINGS IN PERCENTAGES
BASED UPON 109 RESPONDENTS IN THE THREE SUBGROUP~;
Competency
Item

No
Importance

1.

o.oo

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

0.03
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

o.oo
0.00
0.00

o.oo
0.03
0.02

o.oo
0.00

o.oo
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00

Slight
Importance

0.01
0.10
0.05
0.02
0.06
0.01
0.06
0.12
0.05
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.17
0.14
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.06
0.17
0.07
0.14
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.17
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.01

Moderate
Importance
0.10
0.44
0.14
0.11
0.32
0.07
0.31
0.33
0.24
0.07
0.15
0.16
0.19
0.33
0.27
0.17
0.04
0.23
0.20
0.47
0.50
0.17
0.24
0. 30
0.24
0.35
0.32
0.25
o. 35
0.06
0.19
0.25
0.40
0.37
0.39
0.44
0.17
0.23
0.38
0.24
0.28
0.25
0.18

Very
Import.ant

0.63
0.31
0.50
0.54
0.44
0.47
0.44
0.41
0.47
0.46
0.45
0.59
0.60
0.49
0.61
0.61
0.50
0.52
0.56
0.28
o. 32
0.51
0.52
0.41
0.57
0.35
0.38
0.48
0.50
0.50
0.53
0.53
0.36
0.45
0.36
0.40
0.51
0.57
0.31
0.51
0.48
0.51
0.59

One of Most
Important

0.24
0.10
0.28
0.32
0.17
0.44
0.18
0.12
0.23
0.45
0.37
0.24
0.18
0.08
0.07
0.17
0.45
0.21
0.19
0.05
0.01
0.28
0.20
0.22
0.15
0.16
0.22
0.21
0.08
0.42
0.25
0.16
0.06
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.28
0.16
0.07
0.17
0.17
0.19
0.21
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TABLE IV
Competency
Item
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

No
~rtance

0.01
0.00
0.01

o.oo
0.05
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.04

o.oo
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11
0.00

o.oo
0.00
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.12
0.03
0.07

o.oo
0.02
0.00

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00

o.oo
0.01

o.oo
o.oo

Slight
II!\Portance
0.08
0.00
0.27
0.06
0.22
0.10
0.04
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.03
0.13
0.00
0.25
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.16
0.10
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.11
0.23
0.15
0.32
0.11
0.23
0.05
0.26
0.01
0.02

o.oo
0.06
0.07
0.03
0.10
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.23
0.05
0.01
0.13
0.03
0.03

(Continued)
Moderate
Importance
0.45
0.09
0.54
0.37
0.51
0.33
0.29
0.22
0.23
0.17
0.25
0.40
0.25
0.33
0.27
0.25
0.31
0.50
0.22
0.31
0.21
0.38
0.09
0.37
0.33
0.22
0.29
0.31
0.43
0.19
0.35
0.18
0.14
0.05
0.33
0.36
0.28
0.39
0.14
0.15
0.24
0.35
0.32
0.19
0.31
0.19
0.20

Very
I!!!):?ortant
0.37
0.56
0.16
0.51
0.18
0.46
0.60
0.52
0.39
0.54
0.57
0.39
0.62
0.24
0.52
0.58
0.40
0.26
0.54
0.58
0.51
0.46
0.45
0.39
0.30
0.39
0.24
0.45
0.22
0.63
0.32
0.54
0.60
0.52
0.50
0.38
0.50
0.39
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.32
0.52
0.61
0.45
0.58
0.55

One of Most
Important
0.08
0.34
0.02
0.06
0.03
0.09
0.06
0.25
0.28
0.28
0.15
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.14
0.15
0.24
0.04
0.10
0.08
0.22
0.11
0.44
0.08
0.08
0.14
0.02
0.09
0.04
0.12
0.05
0.26
0.24
0.42
0.11
0.11
0.17
0.10
0.29
0.30
0.18
0.04
0.10
0.17
0.09
0.19
0.21
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dent needs, and school policy; 2) selecting appropriate instructional materials for learning situation; 3) providing laboratory
experiences as an integral part of the instructional program;
4) evaluating the overall effectiveness of program in terms of
program objectives; and, 5) utilizing a variety of instructional
methods in program delivery.
The results indicate that less emphasis in occupational
teacher development programs might be placed on: 1) interpreting
the history of vocational, occupational, and career education;
2) reproducing instructional materials with a variety of duplicating
equipment; 3) employing standardized tests for guidance and placement purposes; and, 4) identifying

acceptabl~

community social be-

havior for teachers.
Several studies described in the review of literature sought
to identify the extent of agreement between groups concerning
comnvn competencies for occupational education personnel, e.g.,
teachers in different service areas or community college teachers
and secondary school teachers.

This investigation did not make

these distinctions nor did it attempt to analyze the extent of
agreement between these groups.

Rather, this investigator

analyzed the extent of agreement or concurrence concerning
competency items exhibited by three constituent related
groups - administrators, teachers, and teacher educators.
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This type of understanding was considered to be most important in designing teacher development curricula and fo:!'." planning
statewide occupational personnel development systems.

While the

emphasis and priorities of these groups will predictably differ
because of their vantage point, an appropriate level of agreement
needs to be reached to focus the expectations of those involved
in and affected by personnel development efforts.

85

Analysis of the correlation between the mean scores of ratings
for each of three groups showed a relatively high correlation (.849)
between occupational administrators and occupational teacher educators on the 90 item competency series.

A somewhat lower correlation

(.400) was found between occupational teachers and occupational administrators and between occupational teachers and teacher educators
was (.186).

All three correlations were significant at a specified

alpha of .01.
These findings indicate that agreement is lacking on what is
most important for occupational teachers to know.

Occupational

teachers, occupational administrators, and occupational teacher
educators exhibit only limited agreement concerning the common competencies which are important to the development of occupational teachers.
The factor analysis technique conducted on the 90 item competency
series clustered competency items into four groups.

Eighty-five items

BSMcComas, "Personnel Development System," p. 96.
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showed a factor loading of .300 or greater.

These were retained

and provided information on the underlying factors in the series.
These four factors were labeled planning and evaiuation, communication and human relations, guidance, and delivery of instruction.
Given that the competency items included in the survey instrument are important for the development of occupational teachers in
secondary schools and community colleges in Illinois, these four
clusters should provide a superior format for organizing occupational
teacher development curricula.
Recommendations
The review of literature, review of both proposed and ooerating
competency based occupational teacher education curriculums, and the
analysis of the data of this study provide the basis for the following
recommendations for occupational teacher development:
1.

Competency based objectives, identified and tested, provide a most acceptable base for designing occupational
teacher development curricula.

Teacher training institu-

tions and other agencies involved in occupational teacher
development should explore and develoo programs utilizing
this curricular alternative;
2.

Considering that the primary objective of teacher development is to produce competent performance by teachers, pro-
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grams for certifying occupational teachers, if not wholly
competency based, should employ criteria related to performance and be designed to insure a specified, and demonstratable level of competence;
3.

A variety of factors such as the demands to keep professionally current, the initial minimal level of preparation
for most teachers, the differences in preservice programs
from one teacher training institution to another, the highly
situational and often unresolved problems confronting teachers,
and the shifting educational priorities of the schools frequently interact to create critical inservice education needs
for occupational teachers.

Teacher training institutions

should consider redirecting both selected resources and
staff effort toward serving these critical inservice needs
for occupational teacher development;
4.

Many curriculum development projects have succeeded in their
primary objective of producing materials, but for a variety
of reasons the lasting impact of such efforts on the schools
and in higher education has been negligible.86

This under-

standing combined with the results of the study points to the
efficacy of having Illinois teacher training institutions,
state education agencies, business and industry, and local
education agencies cooperatively develop a model competency
86James Werntz, "School Curriculum Development: A Mechanism for
Development of Education Professionals," presentation to conference
for Chief State School Officers, July, 1970, Palo Alto, California.
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based occupational teacher education curriculum.

At

a minimum, this effort should seek to:
a)

further identify and test common comoetencies
for occupational teachers;

b)

identify and define alternative settings and exoeriences through which competencies can be acquired;

c)

specify various levels of performance related to
competency items;

d)

provide a strategy for authenticating comoetencies
possessed; and

e)

incorporate a strategy and a proposed plan for competency based certification of occupational teachers.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

The following definitions are provided for the DUrJjOSe
of standardizing terms employed in this study. Other terms
and wording used in the document are considered to be selfexplanatory.

Administrative
Personnel

Educational personnel having formal
responsibility for the planning,
development, support, delivery, and
evaluation of occupational programs
within a local school, community
college or institution offering educational programs, i.e., vocational
directors or directors of career nrograms.

Capstone Program

Planned sequence of learning exneriences at the upper division level
of colleges and universities desiqned
to complement the community college
occupational associate degree or authenticated work experience and serve as
the basis for awarding the ha.ccalaureate degree.

Career Development

A lifelong process which involves a
series of experiences, decisions, and
interactions which cumulatively result
in the formation of a viable self-concept can be implemented both vocationally and avocationally.

Career Education

Total program effort by educational
agencies and communities in oresenting
organized career-oriented activities
and experiences to persons nursery
school through adulthood; its characteristics include activities designed to assist in the develooment
of a realistic self-concept while at
the same time acquainting individuals
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with career onportunities, aiding
individuals in making career choices,
and providing the vehicle for develop·ment of skills and abilities needed
by individuals to achieve a career
goal.
Cormnon Competencies

Pedagogical competencies or p2rformance
elements essential for vocational
teachers and not unique to a 'oarticular
service area.

Competency Based
Curricula

Program of instruction or sequence of
experiences organized with the expressed objective of developing specific
abilities, skills, understandings, and
attitudes identified as being essential
to good performance in a particular
role or responsibility.

Curriculum or
Program

General plan of experiences o~ instruction organized or approved by the
serving institution for the purpose of
qualifying the student for graduation,
certification, or entry into a profession or occupation.

Educational Agencies

Any one of the variety of oublic and
private institutions, groups, and
bodies with a major interest in the
delivery of educational programs, i.e.,
local school districts, community colleges, state advisory councils, university governing boards, lay education groups, teacher associations, etc.

Inservice
Development

Systematic instruction and planned
educational experiences designed to
promote the continuous development of
educational personnel after they enter
the profession of education.
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Occupational Teachers

Individuals emnloyer1 or utilized hv
an educational institution or organization for the purnose of devr;lopinq,
guiding, and directing learning experiences for students in nrograms of occupational education.

Occupation

Term referring to a oerson's regular
work, business, nursuit or means of
earning a living.

Occupational Education

An organized sequence of learnina
experiences generally administered
through a secondarv school, community
college, mannower, or adult enucation
program designed orimarilv to nrenare
individuals for immediate emplovment
or to ungrade skills required for advancement within a particular "job or
occupation.

Personnel Development

Learning activities or exneriences
which nrovide for the nrenaration of
potential or existing educational nersonnel (instructional, administrative,
guidance, ancillary) for oerformance
in a new role or resnonsibilitv, or
which imnrove their performance in an
existing one; includes both nreservice
and inservice education.

Preservice Development

Planned educational experiences or
programs which prepare or qualify an
individual for initial employment as
an administrator, teacher, guidance
counselor, etc.

State Education
Agencies

~ajar

public education bodies of state
government to include the nffice of
the Superintendent of Puhlic Instruction, the Division of Vocational and
Technical Education, and the Board of
Higher Education.
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Teacher Educator

Individual generallv emnloved at a
teacher training institntion whose
profession is planning, conductinq,
and evaluating educational Programs
for develoning educational oersonnel.

Teacher Training
Institution

College or universitv responsible
for programs designed to heln individuals qualify, prenare, or develon
themselves for responsibilities for
instructional, administrative, or
ancillary roles in the field of education.

Vocational Education

Generic term used to describe educational and training nrograms organized to nrepare students for entrance or upgrade into a particular
vocation.
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Directions: Potential competencies needed by occupational instructional personnel in community col!~;~~ ~nd secondary schools have b<'cn ickntif1ed anct tra11SIJtf'd into behavioral
statements used below. On the basis of your own experience, please place a check mark
in the column to the right that most closely desn 11>es the importance of each competency
to the total development of occupational instructional personnel.

RATING

COMPETENCY

No
importance

1.

Assist administrato;s in
developing and maintaining
occupational programs.

2.

Promote and conduct adult
occupational programs.

3.

Select and obtain equipment,
materials, and supplies for
instructional purposes.

4.

Interpret the goals and
objccti-.·\:::; v! occupational
education.

5.

Interpret the philosophy and
goals of the school.

6.

Provide laboratory experiences
as an integral part of the instructional program.

7.

Assist students in securing
cmploynwnt.

8.

Assist in the development of
the total 'chool program.

9.

Secure on·the-job training
stations for students.

--

Select appropriate instructic:-nal
method(s) for learning situation.

11.

Select appropriate textbooks and
instructional resource(sl for
learning situation.

12.

Utilize a variety of instructional
methods m program delivery.

13.

Employ a variety of instructional
resources in program delivery.
Develop a variety of audio-visual
materials for instructional pur·
poses.

Moderate
importance

Very
important

One of
most
important

-

10.

14.

Slight
importance

•

T___
_

I -·I~=1~J

~

.

·-

--·-··--

_
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No
importance

15.

Select appropriate audio-visual
materials for instructional pur.
poses.

16.

Maintain student performance or
progress reports.

17.

Revise instruction in accordance
with changing occupational de·
mands, student needs, school
policy.

18.

Develop tests and criteria for
measuring student performance
and progress.

19.

Employ a variety of individual
and group motivational tech·
niqucs.

20.

Interpret the legal responsi·
bil itics and liabilities of a
teacher.

21.

Promote, sponsor, and advise
student occupational organi·
zations and activities.

22.

Relate to students from
different socio-economic
backgrounds.

23.

Utilize individualized
instruction materials and
techniques.

24.

Write measurable perfor·
mance objectives for
program and instructional
units.

25.

Provide special training or
assistance to students who
are disadvantaged or
handrcapped

26.

Utilize local and statewide
policy in securing reim·
bursement for occupational
programs.

27.

Select, utilize, and main·
tain an occupational
advisory committee.

I

Slight
importance

I Mooerate I
importance

Very
important

..
,

l

One of
most
important
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No
importance

28.

Formulate a personal cducational philosophy.

29.

Utilize local and statewide
guidelines for program
planning.

30.

Develop classroom instruction
based upon individual needs,
abilities, and interests of
students.

31.

Provide appropriate practice
for development and refine·
ment of occupational skills.

32.

Relate the occupational program ta other instructional
programs.

33.

Conduct and interpret a task
or activity analysis for
occupation.

34.

Break down occupation into
component parts for instruc·
tional and guidance purposes.

35.

Conduct community surveys to
improve instruction or plan
programs.

36.

Use information contained in
professional journals for personal development and
improvement of instruction.

37.

Maintain safe, orderly, clean
program facilities and equip·
ment.

38.

Develop and communicate
rules, procedures, and acceptable
standards of students
behavior.

39.

Write a daily instructional plan.

40.

Develop and employ a year·
long occupational program
plan.

41.

Maintain necessary reports
required by school. state
agency, and federal programs.

---

.

---

Slight
importance

----.

--

Moderate
impertance

Very
important

One of
most
important

-----

-·

.,

-

--·

-

---

·-

--·--
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No
importance

42.

Utilize a student-centered
teaching style.

43.

Identify students in need of
counseling or guidance.

44.

Participate in professional
organizations related to occupational area.

45.

Evaluate own techniques and
methods of teaching for
effectiveness.

46.

Employ standardized tests for
guidance and placement
purposes.

47.

Select and utilize assistance
of resource personnel in
instructional process.

48.

Reproduce instructional
materials with a v;:riety of
duplicating equipment.

49.

Use counseling techniques to
help students solve personal,
social, educational problems.

50.

Assist students in entering
programs of advanced occupat ion al training or education.

61.

Reinforce learning.

62.

Maintain discipline.

63.

Design and select student
learning activities through
which students can accomplish
stated performance objectives.

64.

Communicate ideas and con·
cepts to other teachers, school
personnel, and community
members.

55.

Relate personal experiences
and current events to
occupational instruction.

56.

Inform students of the nature
and requirements of specific
occupation.

Slight
importance

Moderate
importance

Very
important

One of
most
important

--

..

•

-- -
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No
importance

57.

Identify acceptable community
social behavioral for teachers.

58.

Work cooperati';ely with
individuals and groups in the
community.

59.

Make use of guidance and
counseling services provided by
the school.

60.

Interpret and adhere to
school policy.

61.

Write reports and news
releases.

62.

Design, conduct, and interpret
follow-up studies of program
enrollees and graduates.

63.

Articulate occupational program with other educational
institutior;s or pro\)rums.

134.

Plan, coordinate, and supervise cooperative work experience
programs.

65.

Recruit, screen, and select
students for programs.

66.

Be stimulating in work as a
teacher.

67.

Counsel and ;,dvise parents.

68.

Participate in community
organizations and activities.

69.

Adapt your appearance and
apparel to acceptable standards for teachers.

70.

Interpret the history of
vocational, occupational, and
career education.

71.

Plan and prepare budgets for
occupational program.

72.

Build models and displays for
instructional purposes.

Moderate
importance

Slight
importance

Very
important

-

t

--

One of
most
important
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No
importance

73.

Slight
importance

Moderate
importance

Very
important

1

~ ;n~-:1
most
important

Plan and schedule the
utilization of facilities and
equipment for maximum student
benefit.

I

i

- - - - - - - - - - - - --------;------i------r-----t-----1

I

74.

Interpret the socio-economic
end power structure of the
community.

75.

Develop good working
rclationsh ips with school
personnel and staff.

76.

Maintain liaison with
employment agencies and
potential employers.

77.

Develop and maintain
positive environment for
learning.

78.

Conduct preassessment of
student interests, abilities, and
aptitudes.

79.

Function as a director of
learning resources.

80.

Develop and utilize innovative
instructional methods and
resources.

81.

Understand and interpret the
community problems and
culture.

82.

Evaluate and provide foedback
to students on progress and
performance.

83.

Evaluate the overall effective·
ness of program in terms of
program objectives.

84.

Recognize, interpret, and
utilize student actions and
behaviors.

85.

Participate in local teacher
organizations and activities.

86.

Assist students in developing
appropriate study practices.

87.

Present occupational information
related to instruction.

i

----------------·l------+------it------+------+-----1
-------- --------1------+------it------+------+-----

--------------- -.. - .______..______..____

~-------------
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- - - ----No
importance

88.

Develop a system for filing
and records management.

89.

Organize the sequence of
instruction in manageable
uni·1s.

90.

Plan a personal program of
continuing education and
development.

Slight
importance

Moderate
importance

•

Very
important

One of
most
important
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MASTER PLAN FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CAREER EDUCATION
CAREER
EDUCATION

Telephone
618 - 453-3796

Box 78 Tcchnolo~1v Building
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

May 18, 1972

Dear Career Education Director:
As part of a major planning effort being conducted by
the Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education,
we request your help. We would appreciate you passing the
attached questionnaire to anyone of your vocational instructors
and request that it be returned in the enclosed, stamped
envelop by May 24.
This questionnaire is being sent to a selected number
of individuals having responsibility for vocational, occupc;.tional,
and career education programs in secondary schools and ccmmunity colleges throughout Illinois. The responses prepared by
participants will be used in developing z. cornprehensive plan
for personnel and curriculum development activities to be carried
on by the Division during the next two to three years. The plan
will provide important direction for in-service and pre-service
educational programs supported by the Division in various
colleges and universities.
This instrument has been designed to require a minimum
amount of time, yet provide maximum information. Information
offered will be held in the confidence of the research staff. Your
assistance in this task is most important t_o the success of the
project.
Thank you.

•
William K. Appelgate
Project Director
Attachment

A project funded by Education Professions Development Act Part F, Section 553 in cooperation
with Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education.
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MASTER PLAN FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CAREER EDUCATION
CAREER
EDUCATION

I

Box 78 Technology Building
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Telephone
618 • 453-3796

May 18, 1972

Dear Career Education Director:
As part of a major planning effort being conducted by
the Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education,
we request your help. We would appreciate your completing
the attached questionnaire and returning it in the enclosed,
stamped envelop before May 24.
This questionnaire is being sent to a selected number
of individuals having responsibility for vocational, occupational,
and career education prograrns in secondary schools and community colleges throughout Illinois. Your responses will be
used in developing a comprehensive plan for personnel and curriculum development activities to be carried on by the Division
during the next two to three years. The plan will provide important direction for in-service and pre-service educational
programs supported by the Division in various colleges and
universities throughout the state.
This instrument has been designed to require a minimum
amount of your time, yet provide maximum information. Information that you offer will be held in the confidence of the .. research
staff. Your assistance in this task is most important to the success of the project.
Thank you.

,
William K. Appelgate
Project Director
Attachment

A project funded by Education Professions Development Act Part F, Section 553 in cooperation
with Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical Education.
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